Human-to-human interaction across distributed applications requires that sufficient consistency be maintained among participants in the face of network characteristics such as latency and limited bandwidth. The level of inconsistency arising from the network is proportional to the network delay, and thus a function of bandwidth consumption. Distributed simulation has often used a bandwidth reduction technique known as dead reckoning that combines approximation and estimation in the communication of entity movement to reduce network traffic, and thus improve consistency. However, unless carefully tuned to application and network characteristics, such an approach can introduce more inconsistency than it avoids. The key tuning metric is the distance threshold. This paper questions the suitability of the standard distance threshold as a metric for use in the dead reckoning scheme. Using a model relating entity path curvature and inconsistency, a major performance related limitation of the distance threshold technique is highlighted. We then propose an alternative time-space threshold criterion. The time-space threshold is demonstrated, through simulation, to perform better for low curvature movement. However, it too has a limitation. Based on this, we further propose a novel hybrid scheme. Through simulation and live trials, this scheme is shown to perform well across a range of curvature values, and places bounds on both the spatial and absolute inconsistency arising from dead reckoning.
Introduction
A Distributed Interactive Application (DIA) allows participants connected by a computer network to communicate in a virtual world. They leverage the latest developments in communication and graphical technology to enhance collaborative activities across distributed teams, and offer many advantages in today's globalized socio-economic information culture. Applications that qualify as DIAs include collaborative virtual environments, military simulations, video conferencing, collaborative whiteboards and networked games [1] [2] [3] .
In a DIA such as a collaborative virtual environment, a participant controls a virtual entity, which is the virtual representation of the participant. This virtual entity has a number of state variables, which include position and rotation. Communication between participants is achieved by sharing these state variables using synchronization messages. These synchronization messages typically contain the most recent information about the entity's state. They are transmitted periodically across the connecting network, and update the remote state of the virtual entity, which is the state replicated on other participants' computers.
During transmission, each synchronization message is subjected to the limitations of the network connecting participants [4, 5] . The most significant limitations are network latency and network jitter. Network latency is the time taken from start of exchange of a synchronization message at the application layer of one participating node to the end of exchange of the same message at the application layer of a second participating node. Jitter is the variation of latency with time. Latency and jitter can be attributed to a number of aspects such as speed of light delays, transmission delays due to the speed of the communications link and queuing and processing at nodes within the network [6] . The two latter issues are related to the bandwidth of the network. Network bandwidth is a measure of maximum throughput of traffic on the network. If the traffic exceeds the bandwidth, then data will need to be buffered or dropped until the flow of data decreases. This buffering can occur on a dedicated network node, such as a router, or on the computer hosting the application itself. Latency and jitter, and loss of data, will increase every time the bandwidth is exceeded.
Due to the limitations of the network, each synchronization message is not delivered to its intended recipient for a time period at least equal to network latency. Applying these updates naively to the virtual world upon receipt could result in different views of the virtual world for each participant. In this case, each participant is said to have an inconsistent view of the shared world. A sufficient level of consistency is required to maintain the shared sense of space, time and presence necessary for fruitful collaboration between participants [7] .
There is a clear link between consistency and DIA synchronization message transmission rates. If the rate exceeds network bandwidth, then consistency will be affected by increased network latency due to overloaded network hardware. To deal with this issue, numerous techniques and approaches have been researched and developed, which optimize the use of network bandwidth and assist the maintenance of consistency. These can be subdivided into three general categories.
Information Management Techniques
These all optimize the bandwidth usage by reducing the amount of information transmitted across the network. Examples include predictive contract agreement mechanisms, relevance filtering, packet bundling and packet compression.
Time Management Techniques
These techniques attempt to preserve some rules of time that can get broken when state is communicated through discrete updates over a network. They include two subcategories: those that manage consistency such as total ordering, causal ordering and wall clock synchronization1 and those that hide some perceivable effect such as delayed consistency, time warp and local perception filtering.
Software and Hardware Architecture Techniques
These all aim to improve the efficiency of processing or disseminating information. Examples include QoS, protocols, network architectures and software design.
These techniques and approaches have been summarized and described by previous authors [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] .
The focus of this work is on one information management technique widely adopted in distributed simulation, known as dead reckoning [12] . Predictive schemes, such as dead reckoning, attempt to reduce inconsistency by reducing latency due to network saturation. To fully understand the operation of such a technique, it is first necessary to briefly review some of the various types of inconsistency considered in the literature [4, 5, 13] . One of the most popular is remote spatial inconsistency. This measures the spatial difference between a virtual entity's local position and that of its remote representation. However, it does not consider time. Temporal inconsistency measures time taken to receive an update following its transmission. It does not consider the effect of the update on the state of the virtual world. For example, an update may arrive soon after its transmission, so temporal inconsistency is low. However, the update may be applied out of order, so it still induces inconsistency. Remote time-space inconsistency combines both a temporal and spatial inconsistency measure into a single value. It considers the length of time the spatial inconsistency persists, as well as the spatial inconsistency itself [14, 15] . In this work, it is referred to as absolute inconsistency.
Dead reckoning operates by providing a controlled level of spatial inconsistency in order to gain a decrease in temporal inconsistency via a reduction in network traffic. It does this by maintaining a model of the actual entity position, the behavior of which is determined by a parametric model of the actual entity position. The difference between the actual position and the model position is continually calculated. This gives a measure of local spatial inconsistency. When this value exceeds a predefined error threshold, known as the spatial error threshold, the parameters describing the parametric model are updated to reflect the most current behavior of the actual entity. A synchronization message containing these parameters is then transmitted over the connecting network to interested remote participants. Upon receipt, each receiving participant then uses this data to update the remote position of the modeled entity, and to predict the behavior of a remote entity until the next update. A key aspect in the generation of synchronization messages is the value of the spatial threshold. A small threshold value tends to increase the number of messages.
This work questions the use of the standard spatial threshold value as a suitable criterion for generating update packets in dead reckoning. It is demonstrated how use of the spatial threshold does not necessarily provide the best tradeoff between absolute and temporal inconsistency as it can allow a persisting spatial inconsistency over an extended period of time, which could potentially allow unbounded absolute inconsistency. The root cause of this is investigated and a method for capturing and quantifying it using a measure of absolute inconsistency is illustrated. Based on this analysis, we propose an alternative criterion, known as the time-space threshold, which is based on a measurement of both time and distance. Comparative analysis shows that the time-space measure imposes an upper bound on absolute inconsistency, while the spatial threshold method results in a wide range of unpredictable absolute inconsistency values. However, a limitation of the proposed technique is highlighted and a final hybrid solution is suggested. The performance of the hybrid scheme is then analyzed using simulation and live trials conducted over the Internet.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 questions the use of a distance-based threshold in a dead reckoning predictive contract algorithm. Based on this analysis, a novel time-space threshold metric is proposed and analyzed in Section 3. Section 4 highlights a drawback with the time-space threshold metric and considers the use of a hybrid metric. In Section 5, results from live Internet-based trials using the hybrid metric are presented. The paper ends with some concluding remarks in Section 6.
The Dead Reckoning Threshold Problem
The success of the dead reckoning scheme largely depends on the spatial threshold value employed. The threshold value determines the maximum spatial inconsistency that can occur between an entity's actual movement and its model of that movement. However, in a heavily loaded networked, the threshold value also impacts the temporal inconsistency between two nodes, as it directly influences the number of update packets generated. For example, a large threshold value results in less update packets leading to a corresponding decrease in temporal inconsistency in heavily loaded conditions, but also allows a larger spatial inconsistency to occur for an extended period of time, which causes an increase in absolute inconsistency.
The trade-off between temporal and absolute inconsistency is clearly evident in the inconsistency metric proposed by Zhou et al. [15] . Here, the absolute inconsistency 1 is defined as:
where 2 is the difference between the position of a local object and its remote replication, 2(t) is the equivalent difference over a duration t, t 0 is the start time of the inconsistency, 7 is the duration and 6 is the minimum perceivable distance. Essentially, 1 is the area under the graph of spatial consistency over the period between the transmission of two updates. When 1 = 0 absolute consistency has been achieved. Zhou et al. [15] derive two equations to express inconsistency when dead reckoning is employed. The first of these, 1 1 , refers to the inconsistency accrued between the time an update packet is sent and the time it is received at the remote node. The second, 1 2 , refers to the inconsistency accrued between the time an update packet is received at the remote node and the time the next update is sent by the local node. The final value of inconsistency is simply obtained by adding 1 1 and 1 2 :
where v is velocity, is synchronization between remote and local clocks, T DR is the time between updates, is the dead reckoning spatial threshold, T d is the time between an update being sent and received (latency), and a is acceleration.
We therefore obtain
and
These equations clearly illustrate the dual nature of temporal and absolute consistency in relation to the spatial threshold value . Consider the simplified scenario where each participant clock is synchronized so is zero. Entity velocity v is also assumed to be constant, so acceleration a max is also zero. This scenario is represented in Equations (4) and (5). The network connecting participants is also overloaded. Increasing the threshold causes a decrease in synchronization messages, leading to a reduction in network latency T d . This has the effect of reducing the value of inconsistency, as 1 1 is reduced. On the other hand, increasing the threshold value also causes the time between updates T DR to increase. This increases the value of 1 2 , meaning that overall inconsistency increases. The obvious question then arises: what is the impact of the spatial error threshold value on temporal inconsistency and
An update is not generated as the entity remains within the spatial threshold1 and (b) an update is generated to improve absolute consistency absolute or time-space inconsistency? The answer is unclear, as increasing the spatial threshold can both increase and reduce inconsistency in the virtual world. Using a spatial threshold in the dead reckoning prediction contract mechanism is evidently questionable, as varying its value within a heavily loaded network has an uncertain impact on the value of inconsistency. Furthermore, the spatial threshold also exhibits another performance related drawback. Consider the diagram in Figure 1a . In this case, the local user remains within the distance threshold , but outside the perceivable error 6. Such a scenario could arise in a network racing car game, for example, where an entity navigates a straight section of the racing track. As far as the spatial threshold is concerned, the position of the entity is considered to be spatially consistent as it remains within the distance error threshold, so no dead reckoning updates are generated. However, the position of the entity then remains spatially inconsistent over an extended period of time. This scenario could result in interaction difficulties. For example, in the case of the racing game, one driver might see a successful overtaking maneuver, while the other sees a collision. In this case, an objective outcome may need to be agreed between the distributed processes, which may leave at least one driver confused. The chances of this occurring can be reduced by sending an update when a spatial inconsistency below the threshold value persists over an extended period of time, as shown in Figure 1b .
It is clear from this example that it is not sufficient to only consider the spatial inconsistency when analyzing the performance of the dead reckoning scheme. The length of time the dead reckoning model has been inconsistent also needs to be considered. With this in mind, a model of the inconsistency arising during a dead reckoning update period, that takes both time and spatial inconsistency into account via Zhou's measure, will now be derived.
An overview of the operation of this inconsistency model is shown in Figure 2 . The position of both the actual and modeled entity position is simulated. The position of the actual entity is governed by a path curvature value k. A high curvature value means that the actual position moves quickly away from the dead reckoning model, whereas a lower curvature will replicate the scenario shown in Figure 1a . At t 0 a dead reckoning update is transmitted. Both the model and actual entity then move with a constant speed of v. At time t, the model position and actual position are given by P M and P A , respectively:
As speed is constant, the distance l traveled by both the modeled and the actual position in each time interval is equivalent. Using the standard arc length formula, the angle is found to be vkt. At each time-step the distance between the actual and the modeled position d can be calculated as: 
reduces Equation (7) to
Evaluating Equation (9) gives the distance between the model and actual entity position at any time t during an update period. When d is equal to the spatial threshold , an update is transmitted. Hence, reworking Equation (9), the time taken to transmit an update t update given a path curvature and spatial threshold value can be expressed:
According to Equation (1) 
Using Equation (10), the times taken to transmit an update for varying path curvature values and a spatial error threshold value of 1, 10 and 20 world units were calculated. Note, these threshold values were chosen to be representative of a low, medium and high threshold value for an entity of 5 world units in width. These values were then used in Equation (11) to calculate the local absolute inconsistency arising during a particular update period. The results of these calculations are presented in Figure 3 , where local absolute inconsistency is plotted against varying curvature values. In all cases, v is arbitrarily set to a constant value of 25 world units per second (which is approximately 1.5 m s 71 ). Note, this model assumes that all packets are delivered successfully, and that network latency is zero.
Analyzing Figure 3 , it is clear that the spatial threshold performs poorly at the lower end of the spectrum of curvature values. When curvature is high, the time between updates is short, meaning absolute inconsistency is low. On the other hand, when curvature is low, the time between update packets is long. In this case, the modeled entity can remain inside the error threshold over an extended period of time, leading to an increase in absolute inconsistency. Clearly this is not an ideal scenario. By using the measure of absolute inconsistency, situations such as that presented in Figure 1a can be quantified and identified, providing a more complete reflection of the true performance of the spatial threshold. In the next section, it is demonstrated how this measure can be employed in a novel error threshold scheme, in order to prevent the scenario depicted in Figure 1a occurring.
The Time-Space Threshold Metric
In an attempt to alleviate some of the drawbacks associated with the spatial threshold, and inspired by Zhou et al's inconsistency metric, we propose a novel threshold metric, known as the time-space threshold metric, which takes both distance and time into account during its operation. Under this scheme, the local spatial modeling error is integrated over the time interval between two successive update packets. This gives a measure of local time-space inconsistency, represented by the shaded area in Figure 4 . Update packets are then generated when this local inconsistency value exceeds a specified threshold value. In this way, absolute inconsistency has an upper bound and will never be able to increase indefinitely. In order to fully evaluate the time-space threshold and compare its performance to that of the spatial threshold, a number of experiments were conducted. These will now be described, along with an analysis of the results collected.
Experimentation and Analysis
An experimental test platform was implemented using the Torque game engine [16] . The engine was extended to support logging of player position. Positional data from three different participants of varying sex, age and virtual environment experience were collected in a game environment that consisted of a single route from a start to target position. A plan view of the test environment can be seen in Figure 5a . Each participant was first given a practice run with the environment in order to familiarize themselves with the controls and the environment itself. The behavior of each participant was then recorded for three separate attempts at the course.
This data was then used as input for a Matlab simulation. This simulation applies a first order dead reckoning algorithm to the input data, which is recorded from the experimental platform. The threshold metric and threshold value was varied for each experiment. The simulation results are now presented and discussed. It should be noted that results are given for only one typical player, but similar results were obtained for all players. shows the actual player path, along with the modelled position using both the distance and the time-space threshold metrics. An error threshold of 7 world units and world units seconds was used for both models. This value was chosen, as the virtual entity used in the experiments is approximately 3.5 world units in width. The expanded view clearly shows that update packets are sent at different times depending on the threshold metric used.
Figures 6a and b show the local absolute inconsistency arising during the simulation for a spatial threshold metric and a time-space threshold metric, respectively. The peaks in both cases represent a time when an update packet is generated. When this occurs, the measure of local absolute inconsistency reinitialized to 0. Figure 6a shows a wide range of varying local absolute inconsistencies when the spatial threshold metric is used. The highlighted section in Figure 6a corresponds to the section highlighted in the expanded view in Figure 5 . In this case, it can be seen that the actual position deviates around the model position, but does not exceed the error threshold. This is a low path curvature scenario, which results in the high absolute inconsistency visible in the highlighted section in Figure 6a . In contrast, the time-space threshold metric results in a clearly upper-bounded local inconsistency measure (Figure 6b) , thus preventing an indefinite increase in inconsistency, as would be the case for the situation demonstrated in Figure 1b . This result seemingly vindicates the use of the latter threshold metric.
Limitations of Proposed Technique
As with all bandwidth optimization techniques, it is of utmost importance that the packets generated by the scheme are examined. Figure 7 shows the average number of update packets required for varying error threshold values of both the spatial and time-space error threshold values. As expected, the number of packets decreases as the error threshold increases in both cases. Intuitively, it would be expected that the time-space threshold would always generate a higher number of packets than the spatial threshold value, as it provides a lower level of inconsistency. However, upon analysis of the collected data, it was found that at lower threshold values this was not the case1 more update packets are required when the spatial threshold metric is employed. The reason behind this can be fully understood by examining the performance of the time-space threshold scheme from the point of view of spatial inconsistency, similar to the analysis carried out earlier in the context of the spatial threshold and absolute inconsistency. This can be achieved using Equations (9) and (11) .
Using Equation (11), the time between updates when a time-space threshold of 1, 10 and 20 world units-seconds was calculated for varying path curvature values. Again, v was set to 25 world units per second. The resulting time values were then employed in Equation (9) to determine the amount of local spatial inconsistency that would have arisen during that update period. The results from these calculations are shown in Figure 8 , where local spatial inconsistency is plotted against varying curvature values. Figure 8 demonstrates that, in terms of spatial inconsistency, the time-space threshold performs poorly at higher path curvature values. For example, at very high curvature, a time-space threshold of 10 world unit-seconds yields a spatial inconsistency of approximately 30 world units during an update period. This occurrence (a very large spatial error in a very short period of time) is due to the fact that integrating the model error up to a point in time t 1 can actually result in a smaller value than the distance error between at time t 1 , as demonstrated in Figure 9 . Here, a scenario of high path curvature is shown, where the dead update packet will be forthcoming almost immediately, which is what we would hope for. However, if a timespace threshold metric is used, it could take significantly longer before an update packet is sent, as a small time interval counters the large modeling error. This means that an entity's remote movement could potentially be very inaccurate over a short period of time, resulting in extremely poor spatial consistency.
This analysis is evident in the results shown in Figure 10 . Using the same input trajectory and MatLab simulation as the experiments outlined in Section 3.1, the spatial inconsistency was recorded for both a spatial threshold of 7 world units and time-space threshold of 7 world unit-seconds. The results are shown in Figures 10a and  b , respectively. As would be expected, spatial inconsistency is bounded to the spatial error threshold value. In the case of the time-space threshold metric however, spatial inconsistency varies, and can be likened to the local absolute inconsistency measured when a spatial threshold is employed as shown in Figure 6a .
It is clear from the analysis presented here and in Section 2 that both threshold metrics are sensitive to opposite ends of the spectrum of curvature values, and tend to under-perform within these regions. Further examination of the data presented in these sections, particularly Figures 6 and 10, suggests that the obvious solution is to use both threshold metrics in one dead reckoning algorithm. In the next section, such a scheme is discussed, and its ability to bound both types of inconsistency is demonstrated.
The Hybrid Threshold Scheme
In order to deal with the two key performance-related issues of both schemes, a novel hybrid dead reckoning algorithm is now proposed. Under this scheme, both metrics are simultaneously evaluated. As soon as one has reached the error threshold, an update packet is transmitted. Both spatial and time-space inconsistency measures are then reinitialized to zero. The benefit of using the hybrid threshold scheme can be appreciated by examining Figure 11 . Here, spatial inconsistency is plotted against time. Absolute inconsistency is the shaded area underneath the plotted graph lines. If the spatial threshold is employed, the amount of spatial inconsistency is limited to the threshold value. Similarly, when the timespace threshold metric is used, absolute inconsistency is also bounded to the time-space threshold value. The line representing this level is curved as, under the time-space threshold scheme, a small spatial inconsistency over a long period of time is equivalent in terms of inconsistency to a large spatial inconsistency in a short period of time.
The lightly colored areas in the figure expose the limitations of both techniques. Using either scheme in isolation allows extra inconsistency to occur. The spatial threshold allows extended absolute inconsistency over longer time periods, whereas the time-space scheme can give rise to increased spatial inconsistency over short time periods. By using both in tandem, inconsistency is bounded to the darkly shaded area.
To test the hybrid scheme, a number of MatLab simulations were again conducted. Figure 12 shows the local spatial and absolute inconsistency for a dead reckoning routine using the hybrid metric. An error threshold of 7 is used for both metrics. The input trajectory is again the same as employed in previous tests. The effect of simultaneously using the two threshold metrics is evident from Figure 12 . There are now bounds placed on both levels of inconsistency. To further demonstrate these bounds, two sections of both figures have been emphasized. The areas marked as A1 in both figures highlight a low path curvature scenario. This situation was quickly identified using the time-space threshold, however, and an update was generated. The areas marked as A2 indicate a high path curvature scenario. Using the time-space threshold in isolation here could have allowed a large spatial inconsistency. As the hybrid threshold is being employed, this situation is identified by a breach of the spatial error threshold.
Internet-Based Trials
To strengthen the mathematical and analytical analysis presented in the previous sections, a number of live Internet-based trials were conducted using the experimental test platform implemented in the Torque games engine. The engine was further modified to support the three dead reckoning threshold schemes (spatial, time-space and the hybrid). As dead reckoning relies on replicated databases, the engine was also modified to support a peer-to-peer network architecture [17] . Six participants of varying age, sex and virtual environment experience participated in the trials which took place across the Internet, ensuring that data was subject to real network problems such as latency and jitter. Three participants were based in University of Salford, UK and the others were based in the National University of Ireland, Maynooth, Ireland. Each participant was first given a chance to familiarize themselves with the course and the controls of the virtual environment. A plan view of the course can be seen in Figure 1s . The objective of the task assigned to participants was to complete the given course before the other participant. For ease of analysis, each section of the course was given a constant curvature value.
Two participants, one from each of the two universities, were involved in each trial. Six experiments were conducted during each trial. These experiments tested the use of the three different threshold metrics for error threshold values of 5 and 10 (world units and world units-seconds, depending on the threshold employed). The clocks on participant machines were synchronized at the start using the Network Time Protocol [18] . On each game tick (approximately 32 ms), each participant logged the position of all virtual entities visible on their local machine, including their own position. Each participant also logged the number and type of updates transmitted during the simulation. Each log entry was time stamped with synchronized wall clock time.
Results and Analysis
We now examine the results collected in the live trials described above. Figure 14 shows remote spatial and ab- solute inconsistency obtained when a hybrid threshold of 10 world units-seconds is used. A plot of the course curvature is also shown in both figures in order to aid analysis. It should be noted that, while the results presented in this section are for a single user, they are nevertheless representative of all the users. Also, the actual value of time in the graphs of both figures represents the point in time in which data was collected with respect to the start of the time server. Furthermore, Figure 13 plots the types of updates transmitted during the simulation from Figure 14. This is superimposed over the participant trajectory. Results were also collected for both the spatial and time-space threshold being employed in isolation. However, they are similar to that presented in Section 3 and have not been reproduced here.
The effect of latency and jitter on the simulation is evident from Figure 14 . Each peak represents a point where an update is generated. It can be seen how some peaks rise above the threshold level of 10 in both cases. The effect is greater in Figure 14a , as the absolute inconsistency measure takes both time and space into account. The increased inconsistency in this case is due to the extra time caused by latency and jitter (T d in Equations (1) and (2)). However, taking the latency factor into account, it can be seen how using the hybrid threshold value places bounds on both levels of inconsistency arising from the dead reckoning scheme.
By comparing both plots in Figure 14 with their respective curvature plots and considering the results presented in Figure 13 it can be seen that the impact of curvature demonstrated in our previous analysis, although still evident, has now been mitigated. It can be seen in Figure 14b that on the sections of the course with low curvature, spatial inconsistency is approximately 8 world units or lower, and would not have generated an update. However, the time-space threshold can capture and quantify this behavior, resulting in an update being generated during this period. This effect is evident in Figure 13 , where it can be seen how the start and end sections of the track, those with the lowest curvature, have the highest frequency of breaches of the time-space threshold. On the other hand, in the middle section of the track and on the sharp corners where curvature is higher (Figure 13 ), the frequency of spatial threshold updates increases. This effect is also evident by analyzing the absolute inconsistency falling under the high curvature area in Figure 14a . Absolute inconsistency is approximately 6 unit-seconds or lower in this area, and would not have generated an update until a later time.
The tighter bounds placed on inconsistency by the hybrid scheme result in higher levels of both absolute and spatial consistency, supporting more accurate and objective shared experience of relative movement of the virtual entities. However, this tighter consistency has an impact on the number of packets generated in the environment, as can be seen in Figure 15 . Here, the average number of packets generated per user in the live trials for spatial, time-space and hybrid threshold values of 5 and 10 are considered. The results show that the hybrid threshold results in a relatively small increase in packets across the network. This increase in packet number is expected, as the hybrid threshold reduces inconsistency when compared to both other approaches.
Conclusions
The maintenance of a low level of inconsistency in the face of network limitations is a key issue in distributed interactive applications. An important tool in the maintenance of a low level of inconsistency is dead reckoning. This approach uses a measure of local spatial inconsistency to determine when to transmit synchronization messages. In this work, the effect of using such a measure with dead reckoning was examined, and a key performancerelated issue was highlighted. It was shown that the spatial threshold value alone cannot identify scenarios where local spatial inconsistency persists over an extended period of time. Its use can result in a large level of absolute inconsistency.
This was examined in further detail using a model of entity path curvature and local absolute inconsistency. This analysis concluded that the spatial threshold performs poorly when the modeled entity path curvature is low. Based on this result a new threshold, known as the time-space threshold, was proposed. This metric measures local absolute inconsistency and when this value reaches a predefined error threshold, a dead reckoning update is generated. Simulation results using this threshold show that while this metric prevents the case of indefinite local absolute inconsistency, it can result in a large local spatial inconsistency over short time periods.
A novel hybrid threshold metric, which evaluates both the spatial and time-space threshold simultaneously, was then proposed. Simulation results demonstrate that this approach places a bound on both local spatial and local absolute inconsistency, thus providing the increased performance benefits of both metrics.
A number of live trials were then conducted using the spatial, time-space and hybrid threshold schemes. Analysis of the remote inconsistency values collected during the live trials confirms our theoretical analysis in the face of actual network latency and jitter. The hybrid threshold scheme places bounds on spatial and absolute inconsistency. However, it results in a relatively small increase in network traffic. As with the spatial threshold, the actual impact of this extra network traffic on inconsistency is unclear in a heavily loaded network. The increase in traffic improves absolute inconsistency, but may reduce temporal inconsistency. Future work will investigate this trade-off in detail.
